Public Personnel Management: Current Concerns, Future Challenges
Synopsis
Updated in a new 5th edition, Public Personnel Management, by Norma M. Riccucci, is a concise and accessible reader containing all original articles addressing the most current issues in public personnel management. Written expressly for the text by leading scholars, all of the articles are either new to this edition or substantially revised. Each article focuses on specific-often controversial-issues in public personal management, such as comparative personnel management, pensions, sexuality, health, succession planning, unions, and the multi-generational workforce.
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Customer Reviews
With all the books one has to get for class, this one did indeed help me to better understand the required information.

The delivery was on schedule as indicated; I wish it was more efficient for the method chosen. Maybe my gamble was a little off.

Not sure why we had to have this book along with the Human Resource Management in the public sector text, but it was $41.00 wasted.